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This game is sooo aaawesome!! Not only the rithm and gameplay are enjoyable, but also the humor displayed by the developer
is definitely spectacular. This game is a must if you like zombies + irony!!. Funny and nice remaked od Worms 4 Mayhem +
Worms 3D <3. Couldn't play the game, after the first cutscene it loads and crashes at diferent stages, the most i could get was a
black screen and then it freezes. Started game, froze within 5 minutes. Restarted game, froze again. Night cycle unnecessary.
Maybe it doesn't like 64 bit. but for me unplayable. Controls very unresponsive.

Release review shortly

I built four chicken pens in the tutorial and the tutorial stopped working.

Never mind. I still don't recommend it. This is the third computer I tried it on and it just isn't any good.. I absolutely loved this
game. It was very entertaining thoughout and overall a masterpiece. Sure it's got dated graphics, but can you really call it a
terrible game for that? The story can be wonky at times, but is well done at the very least.

Pick this game up if you can, you won't be dissapointed!. Please change the fact that you always have to deal with zombie
infection. Why am i already and forever infected in this game!? It's just annoying and an extra hastle that you have to deal with
that is unnecesary. Game still needs work but for the price i'd recommend people to give it a chance.. This was an interesting
game. Loved the female protagonist, and how my choices affected the outcome differently each time I played.. Design is pretty
good, but I didn't like the gameplay much.. I've always wanted to play a game of Yu-Gi-Oh Russian roulette where i get all the
Ace's and watch my friend get tortured and beheaded like an ISIS victim.

Also you need an IQ of 5 to understand how this game works.
. Gives me a sense of control. I could let these plants die if I wanted, their life is in my hands. It's not the other way around. I am
in control.
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Great game, love it dearly, really addictive but its better to just play for free on mobile, im only buying it to support the game.
surprisingly fun co-op, though it has a loot crate system to reward you with trying to learn and find all the traps and exits. in this
scenario, i find it acceptable, however knowing that there's a steam marketplace kind of makes it easy to "p2w" and buy all the
looks, appearances, clothes, etc. which I guess is also cool if someone does that. Overall though, fun gameplay, hilarious deaths,
i can see more coming from out of it.. This product is a scam. Bought it years ago, no updates, not playable, just a pile of buggy
code. Keeps you hands off.... Demo gave so nice impression that felt like getting full version. No regrets, good game :)
Bias: Simulation/strategy, played Pharaoh lots way back, interest in Ancient Egypt etc.. it ♥♥♥♥ing sucks i cant play it. You
play a character who's just graduating ninja training. Have a personal quest to find out what happened to your missing parents.
The main conflict is between a brutal lord and a pacifist lord. Supporting the brutal lord will make you wealthy+powerful,
whereas supporting the pacifist lord is seen as more honorable path. Two ninja companions, a nice guy and a vengeful girl.
Seems like there's gonna be a part 2, but this is a complete story.

Pros:
-Need to pass a ninja graduation test right off the bat. It's like solving a puzzle.
-Pick your gender and name after passing ninja graduation test. Kinda lets you test out your character.
-Enjoyed the fight scenes, especially the final fight. Very tricky.
-Total of 4 missions you wil go on, vary in length.
-Multiple opportunities to switch sides, become a double agent, unlock alternate options by working for other characters.

Cons:
-Didn't like how all your stats started at 50. They go up the more you use them, neglecting a stat will lower it slightly.
-There's a romance option that asks how you feel about a character you literally know nothing about and haven't meet in the
story yet.
-Disappointed by conclusion to 2nd mission. So much lead up, a complication that affects nothing, then you succeed.
-Everyone tells you not to mention this to anyone, but there's never an option to mention it.
-Alot of decisions ask: Do you do this by yourself or with your friends? Do you let your friends take the lead or do you take the
lead? These just didn't seem like real decisions to me.
-Allies, enemies, and wounds stayed at 0 throughout. Not sure how these work or affect the game.
-A relationship bars for other characters would have been a good addition.
-Stats didn't really seem to affect the game.

Overall:
-I enjoyed it, but I'd pick up on sale. Hoping for a part 2.. Amazing game! I love it.
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